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for Parallel Applications on Clusters
Xiao Qin, Senior Member, IEEE, Hong Jiang, Member, IEEE,
Adam Manzanares, Student Member, IEEE, Xiaojun Ruan, Student Member, IEEE, and
Shu Yin, Student Member, IEEE
Abstract—Cluster computing has emerged as a primary and cost-effective platform for running parallel applications, including
communication-intensive applications that transfer a large amount of data among the nodes of a cluster via the interconnection
network. Conventional load balancers have proven effective in increasing the utilization of CPU, memory, and disk I/O resources in a
cluster. However, most of the existing load-balancing schemes ignore network resources, leaving an opportunity to improve the
effective bandwidth of networks on clusters running parallel applications. For this reason, we propose a communication-aware loadbalancing technique that is capable of improving the performance of communication-intensive applications by increasing the effective
utilization of networks in cluster environments. To facilitate the proposed load-balancing scheme, we introduce a behavior model for
parallel applications with large requirements of network, CPU, memory, and disk I/O resources. Our load-balancing scheme can make
full use of this model to quickly and accurately determine the load induced by a variety of parallel applications. Simulation results
generated from a diverse set of both synthetic bulk synchronous and real parallel applications on a cluster show that our scheme
significantly improves the performance, in terms of slowdown and turn-around time, over existing schemes by up to 206 percent (with
an average of 74 percent) and 235 percent (with an average of 82 percent), respectively.
Index Terms—Cluster, communication-aware computing, parallel computing, load balancing.
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1

INTRODUCTION

S

IGNIFICANT cost advantages, combined with rapid advances in middleware and interconnect technologies,
have made clusters a primary and fast growing platform for
high-performance scientific computing. Scheduling [6] and
load balancing [18], [19] are two key techniques used to
improve the performance of clusters for scientific applications by fully utilizing machines with idle or underutilized
resources. A number of distributed load-balancing schemes
for clusters have been developed, primarily considering a
variety of resources, including the CPU [13], memory [1],
disk I/O [18], or a combination of CPU and memory
resources [31]. These approaches have proven effective in
increasing the utilization of resources in clusters, assuming
that network interconnects are not potential bottlenecks in
clusters. However, a recent study demonstrated that the
need to move data from one component to another in
clusters is likely to result in a major performance bottleneck
[10], [23], indicating that data movement through the
interconnection of a cluster can become a primary bottleneck. Thus, if the opportunity for improving effective
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bandwidth of networks is fully exploited, the performance
of parallel jobs on clusters could be enhanced.
A large number of scientific applications have been
implemented for execution on clusters and more are underway. Many scientific applications are inherently computationally and communicationally intensive [8]. Examples of
such applications include 3D perspective rendering, molecular dynamics simulation, quantum chemical reaction
dynamics simulations, and 2D fluid flow using the vortex
method, to name just a few [8]. The above bottleneck
becomes more severe if the resources of a cluster are time/
space-shared among multiple scientific applications and the
communication load is not evenly distributed among the
cluster nodes. Furthermore, the performance gap between
the effective speed of CPU and network resources continues
to grow at a faster pace, which raises a need for increasing the
utilization of networks on clusters using various techniques.
The main motivation for our study is to improve the
efficiency and usability of networks in cluster computing
environments with high communication demands. The
effort to improve the utilization of networks can be classified
into hardware and software approaches. In this paper, we
focus on an approach designed at the software level. In
particular, we develop a communication-aware load-balancing scheme (referred to as COM-aware) to achieve high
effective bandwidth communication without requiring any
additional hardware. Our approach can substantially improve the performance of parallel applications running on a
large-scale, time/space-shared cluster, where a number of
parallel jobs share various resources. COM-aware load
balancing enables a cluster to utilize most idle, or underutilized, network resources while keeping the usage of other
types of resources reasonably high. We propose a behavioral
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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model for parallel applications to capture the typical
characteristics of various requirements of CPU, memory,
network, and disk I/O resources.
Typical load-balancing approaches that only focus on
maximizing the utilization of one type of resource are not
sufficient for a wide range of applications. Increasing
evidence shows that high-performance computing requires
clusters to be capable of executing multiple types of
applications submitted by users [20], [26], [31] simultaneously. For this reason, the COM-aware scheme is
designed in a way that delivers high performance under a
large variety of workload scenarios, in order to provide one
possible solution to the problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a summary of related work. Section 3 introduces an
application behavioral model and a system model that aim at
capturing the resource requirements for applications and the
simulated cluster environment. Section 4 presents our
communication-aware load-balancing scheme. Section 5
introduces the simulation model and the methods used for
gathering the data for performance evaluation. Section 6
summarizes the performance evaluation of the proposed
scheme by simulating a cluster running both synthetic bulk
synchronous and real-world communication-intensive parallel applications. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the main
contributions of this paper and comments on future research.

2

RELATED WORK

In general, load-balancing techniques fall into to categories:
centralized load balancing and distributed load balancing.
Centralized schemes typically require a head node that is
responsible for handling the load distribution. As the cluster
size scales up, the head node quickly becomes a bottleneck,
causing a significant performance degradation. To solve this
scalability problem, the workload of the load balancer can be
delegated to multiple nodes in a cluster, hence the notion of
distributed dynamic load balancing. In addition, a centralized scheme has the potential problem of poor reliability
because permanent failures of the central load balancer can
result in a complete failure of the load-balancing mechanism. Therefore, the focus of this paper is on designing a
decentralized communication-aware load balancer for
time-/space-shared (i.e., nondedicated) clusters.
There is a large body of established research focusing on
the issue of distributed load balancing for CPU and memory
resources. For example, Harchol-Balter and Downey [13]
developed a CPU-based preemptive migration policy that
was shown to be more effective than nonpreemptive
migration policies. Zhang et al. [31] studied load-sharing
policies that consider both CPU and memory services
among the nodes. Although these schemes can effectively
utilize memory and/or CPU resources at each node in the
system, none of them has considered the effective usage of
I/O or network resources.
In our previous paper, we proposed an I/O-aware loadbalancing scheme to meet the needs of a cluster system with a
variety of workload conditions [18]. This approach is able to
balance implicit disk I/O load as well as that of explicit disk
I/O. This is due to the fact that when the memory space is
unable to meet the memory requirements of the jobs running
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on a node, a large number of page faults will exist, which in
turn, will lead to a heavy implicit I/O load. Additionally, we
have extended the above I/O-aware load-balancing strategy
from three different perspectives. First, we have incorporated
preemptive job migration to further improve the system
performance over nonpreemptive schemes [19]. Second, we
have developed an approach for hiding the heterogeneity of
resources, especially that of I/O resources [21]. Third, we
have devised two simple yet effective load-balancing
schemes for parallel I/O-intensive jobs running on clusters
[20]. All the above approaches are effective under workloads
without high communication intensity and balancing the
communication load is not considered.
A communication-sensitive load balancer has been
proposed by Cruz and Park [7]. The balancer uses runtime
communication patterns between processes to balance the
load. Orduña et al. have proposed a criterion to measure the
quality of network resource allocation to parallel applications [17]. Based exclusively on this criterion, they have
developed a scheduling algorithm to fully utilize the
available network bandwidth. Our proposed scheme is
different from their work in that our scheme attempts to
simultaneously balance two different kinds of I/O load,
namely, communication and disk I/O.
Many researchers have shown that message-passing
architectures and programming interfaces are useful tools
to develop parallel applications. Brightwell et al. have
implemented the Portals message-passing interface on a
commodity PC Linux cluster [3]. For higher level messagepassing layers, Portals can reduce the overhead for receiving
messages due to the availability of programmable NICs
with significant processing power. Buntinas et al. have
designed and implemented an application-bypass broadcast
operation, which is independent of the application running
at a process to make progress [4]. The approach presented in
this paper can be considered complementary to the existing
message-passing techniques in the sense that an additional
performance improvement can be achieved by combining
our communication-aware load-balancing technique with
the Portals MPI and the application-bypass broadcast.

3

SYSTEM MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Since the communication and I/O demands of applications
may not be known in advance, in this section, we introduce
an application model, which aims at capturing the typical
characteristics of the communication, disk I/O, and CPU
activity within a parallel application. The parameters of the
model for a parallel application can be obtained by
repeatedly executing the application offline for multiple
inputs. Alternatively, a light weight and online profiler can
be used to monitor the application behavior, thereby
updating the model. Note that the model is used in our
trace-driven simulations.
Because the Message Passing Interface (MPI) specification
simplifies many complex issues for scientific application
development, application designers and developers have
adopted the MPI programming model [30], [28] as the
de facto standard for parallel programming on clusters.
Consequently, the development of numerous scientific
applications for clusters has been largely based on MPI [12].
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Fig. 2. Example for the application behavior model. Number of phases is
N ¼ 4.
i
are the times spent using CPU, communication,
and TDisk
and disk I/O resources:
i
i
i
T i ¼ TCP
U þ TCOM þ TDisk :

ð1Þ

Therefore, the total execution time of the process is
P
i
estimated as T ¼ N
j¼1 T . Let RCP U , RCOM , and RDisk be
the requirements of CPU, communication, and disk I/O,
and these requirements can be quantitatively measured as:
Fig. 1. SPMD application model. A master-Slave communication
topology. (a) Four processes are allocated to four nodes. (b) The
master periodically communicates to and from the slaves.

N
X

RCP U ¼

i¼1
N
X

RDisk ¼
In the MPI-based application model, large data sets are
decomposed across a group of nodes in a cluster. Processes
(the terms process and task are used interchangeably
throughout this paper) in a parallel application communicate
with one another through the message-passing interface
(Fig. 1). In this study, we focus on a bulk-synchronous style of
communication, which has been used in the popular BulkSynchronous Parallel model [9], [27], [22] and conforms with
the MPI style of interprocess communication patterns. This
model is a good fit for a variety of bulk-synchronous parallel
applications, especially MPI-based parallel programs, in
which a master creates a group of slave processes across a
set of nodes in a cluster (Fig. 1a). The slave processes
concurrently compute during a computation phase, and
then, processes will be synchronized at a barrier so that
messages can be exchanged among these processes during
the communication phase (Fig. 1b).
To design a load-balancing scheme that improves the
effective usage of network resources in a cluster, we have to
find a way to quantitatively measure the communication
requirements of parallel applications. Based on the communication requirements of all the applications running on
the cluster, we can estimate the communication load of
each node.
In what follows, we introduce an application behavioral
model, which captures the load of CPU, network, and disk
I/O resources generated by a parallel application. This
model is important because the load-balancing scheme
proposed in Section 4 makes full use of the model to quickly
calculate the load induced by parallel applications running
on the system. Our model is reasonably general in the sense
that it is applicable for both communication and I/Ointensive parallel applications. Let N be the number of
phases for a process (slave task) of a parallel job running on
a node, and Ti be the execution time of the ith phase. Ti can
i
i
be obtained by the following equation, where TCP
U , TCOM ,

i
TCP
U;

RCOM ¼

N
X

i
TCOM
;

and

i¼1

ð2Þ

i
TDisk
:

i¼1

An example of the above notation is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which is for demonstrative purposes only. In this example,
the process has four phases. In the first phase, the
application spends a large fraction of time reading data
from the disk. The second phase spends a small amount of
time on computation and the rest on communication. Thus,
phase two is communication-intensive. The third phase is
composed of balanced CPU and communication requirements. The last phase is I/O-intensive in the sense that it
spends a large fraction of time writing data to the disk.
We are now in a position to derive the execution time
model for a parallel job (the terms job, application, and
program are used interchangeably) running on a dedicated
cluster environment. Given a parallel job with p identical
processes, the execution time of the job can be calculated as:
Tp ¼ sp þ

N 
X

p  i
i
i
þ Tj;Disk
MAXj¼1
Tj;CP U þ Tj;COM
;

ð3Þ

i¼1
i
i
i
where Tj;CP
U , Tj;COM , and Tj;Disk denote the execution time of
process j in the ith phase on the three prospective resources.
The first term on the right-hand side of the equation
represents the execution time of sequential components
including synchronization delay and computation time in
the master process; the second term corresponds to the
execution time of parallel components. Disk IO times
depend on the IO access rate, average IO data size, disk
seek and rotation time, and the Disk transfer rate. Therefore,
we do not assume by any means that the disk I/O times are
fixed.
Let sp;CP U , sp;COM , and sp;Disk denote the sequential
components execution time on CPU, communication, and
disk I/O accesses, thus:

sp ¼ sp;CP U þ sp;COM þ sp;Disk :

ð4Þ
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Our goal is to model a nondedicated cluster, where each
job has a home node that it prefers for execution [15]. This is
because either the input data of a job has been stored in the
home node, or the job was created on its home node. When
a parallel job is submitted to its home node, the load
balancer allocates the job to a group of nodes with the least
load. If the load balancer finds the local node to be heavily
loaded, an eligible process will be migrated to a node with
the lightest load.
A cluster in the most general form is composed of a set of
nodes each containing a combination of multiple resource
types, such as CPU, memory, network, and disk. Each node
has a load balancer that is responsible for balancing the load
of available resources. The load balancer periodically
receives reasonably up-to-date global load information
from the resource monitor [14], [25]. When the number of
communicating nodes in the system becomes large or when
the system load is heavy, the communication overhead
tends to be excessive. To reduce this undesirable overhead,
Shin and Chang proposed the notion of buddy sets and
preferred lists [24].
The network in our model provides full connectivity in the
sense that any two nodes are connected through either a
physical link or a virtual link. This assumption is arguably
reasonable for modern interconnection networks (e.g., Myrinet [2] and InfiniBand [29]) that are widely used in highperformance clusters. Both Myrinet and Infiniband networks
provide pseudofull connectivity, allowing simultaneous
transfers between any pair of nodes.
We assume that the CPU and memory burden placed by
data communication is relatively low, and consequently, the
CPU and memory load (due to data communication) is not
considered. This assumption is reasonable since the communication can be directly handled by the network interface controllers without the local CPUs intervention or the
buffer in the main memory [11].

4

COMMUNICATION-AWARE LOAD BALANCING

In this section, we propose a dynamic, communicationaware load-balancing scheme for nondedicated clusters.
Each node in the cluster serves multiple processes in a timesharing fashion so that these processes can dynamically
share the cluster resources. To facilitate our load-balancing
technique, we need to measure the communication load
imposed by these processes.
Let a parallel job formed by p processes be represented by
t0 ; t1 ; ; tp1 , and where ni is the node to which ti is assigned.
Without loss of generality, we assume that t0 is a master
process, and tj ð0 < j < pÞ is a slave process. Let Lj;p;COM
denote the communication load induced by tj , which can be
i
is the
computed with the following formula, where Tj;COM
same as the one used in (3):
8 N
X
>
>
i
>
Tj;COM
;
j 6¼ 0; nj 6¼ no ;
>
>
>
< i¼1
j 6¼ 0; nj ¼ n0 ;
Lj;p;COM ¼ 0;
ð5Þ
>
N
>
X
X
>
>
i
>
Tk;COM
; j ¼ 0:
>
:
1k<p;nk 6¼nj i¼1
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The first term on the right-hand side of the equation
corresponds to the communication load of a slave process tj
when the process tj and its master process are allocated to
different nodes. The second term represents a case where
the slave and its master process are running on the same
node, and therefore, the slave process exhibits no communication load. Similarly, the third term on the right-hand
side of the (5) measures the network traffic in and out of the
master node, which is the summation of the communication
load of the slave processes that are assigned to nodes other
than the master node.
Intuitively, the communication load on node i; Li;COM ,
can be calculated as the cumulative load of all the processes
currently running on the node. Thus, Li;COM can be
estimated as follows:
X
Li;COM ¼
Lj;p;COM :
ð6Þ
8 j:nj ¼i

Given a parallel job arriving at a node, the load-balancing
scheme attempts to balance the communication load by
allocating the jobs processes to a group of nodes with a
lower utilization of network resources. Before dispatching
the processes to the selected remote nodes, the following
two criterions must be satisfied to avoid useless migrations:
Criterion 1. Let nodes i and j be the home node and
candidate remote node for process t, the communication
load discrepancy between nodes i and j is greater than
t’s communication load.
Criterion 1 guarantees that the load on the home node
will be effectively reduced without making other nodes
overloaded. We can formally express this criterion as:


Li;COM  Lj;COM > Lt;p;COM :
ð7Þ
Criterion 2. Let nodes i and j be the home node and
candidate remote node for process t, then the estimated
response time of t on node j is less than its local execution.
Hence, we have the following inequality, where Rit and Rjt
are the estimated response time of t on nodes i and j,
respectively. Ri;j
t;mig is the migration cost for process t:
Rjt < Rit þ Ri;j
t;mig :

ð8Þ

The migration cost Ri;j
t;mig is the time interval between the
initiation and the completion of ts migration, which is
comprised of a fixed cost for running t at the remote node j
and the process transfer time that largely depends on the
process size and the available network bandwidth measured by the resource monitor.
It is a known fact that, in practice, clusters are likely to
have a mixed workload with memory, I/O, and communication-intensive applications. Therefore, our communication-aware load-balancing approach is designed in such a
way to achieve high performance under a wide spectrum of
workload conditions by considering multiple application
types. Specifically, to sustain high and consistent performance when the communication load becomes relatively
low or well balanced, our scheme additionally and
simultaneously considers disk I/O and CPU resources. In
other words, the ultimate goal of our scheme is to balance
three different resources simultaneously under a wide
spectrum of workload conditions. In practice, one resource
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the communication-aware load-balancing
scheme.

is likely to become a bottleneck if the fraction of the
execution time spent on this resource is substantially higher
than that on the other two resources. For this reason, our
scheme envisions a type of resource that exhibits higher
load than that of any other resources as the first-class
resource, and the scheme attempts to first balance the firstclass resource. Let Li;CP U and Li;Disk be the load of node i in
terms of CPU and disk I/O activities. The pseudocode of
our communication-aware scheme is presented in Fig. 3.

5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of the proposed load-balancing scheme, we have conducted extensive trace-driven
simulations. This section describes our simulation model,
workload conditions, and performance metrics.
A 32-node cluster was simulated under a variety of
workload conditions. Before presenting the workload and
performance metrics in detail, we briefly describe the
simulation model first. To study dynamic load balancing,
Harchol-Balter and Downey [13] have implemented a
simulator of a distributed system with six nodes, where a
CPU-based load-balancing policy is studied. Zhang et al.
[31] extended the simulator by incorporating memory
recourses. We have added new features to this simulator.
First, the new communication-aware load-balancing scheme
is implemented. Second, a fully connected network is
simulated and the size of the simulated cluster is now
variable. The simulated cluster is configured using the
various parameters listed in Table 1. The parameters for
CPU, memory, disk, and network interconnect are chosen in
such a way that they resemble a typical cluster node.
It is well understood that the performance of a cluster
system is affected by the workload submitted to the system.
Therefore, designing a realistic workload plays an important
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role in our performance evaluation. To evaluate the performance impacts of the communication-aware load-balancing
scheme, we extrapolate traces from those reported in [12],
[30]. It is noted that the original traces are obtained by
recording information regarding job submissions to one
workstation at different time intervals [13]. In particular, the
traces in our experiments consist of the arrival time, arrival
node, requested memory size, actual running time, I/O
access rate, average I/O data size, message arrival rate, the
average message size, and the number of tasks in each
parallel job. To simulate a multiuser time-sharing environment, the traces contain a collection of parallel jobs. Without
loss of generality, we first consider a bulk-synchronous style
of communication (See Section 3), where the time interval
between two consecutive synchronization phases is determined by the message arrival rate. The experimental results
reported in Section 6.5 validate our argument that the
communication-aware load-balancing scheme can also be
applied to communication-intensive applications with a
variety of communication patterns.
For jobs that contain communication requirements,
messages issued by each task are modeled as a Poisson
Process with a mean message arrival rate. The message size
is randomly generated according to a Gamma distribution
with a mean size of 512 Kbyte, which reflects typical data
characteristics for many applications, such as 3D perspective rendering [16]. The durations and memory requirements of the jobs are defined in the trace files, and the
communication requirement of each job is randomly
generated. Although this simplification deflates any correlations between communication requirements and other job
characteristics, we still are able to manipulate the communication requirements as an input parameter and examine
the impact that changing communicational intensity has on
the system performance (See Sections 6.1 and 6.3). To
validate the results based on synthetic parallel applications,
we simulate five real scientific applications [8] which have
various computation, memory, disk I/O, and communication requirements (See Section 6.5).
The goal of the proposed load-balancing scheme is to
improve the performance of submitted jobs as such; we
need to choose good metrics to intuitively capture the
performance of jobs running on a cluster. The first
performance metric considered in our experiments is the
job turn-around time [5]. The turn-around time of a job is the
time elapsed between the jobs submission and its completion. The turn-around time is a natural metric for the job
performance due to its ability to reflect a users view of how
long a job takes to complete.
A second important performance metric to be introduced
in our study is slowdown. The slowdown of a parallel job
running on a nondedicated cluster is a commonly used

TABLE 1
System Characteristics
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Fig. 4. Mean slowdown versus number of tasks. (a) Message arrival rate ¼ 0:1 No:=ms. (b) Message arrival rate ¼ 0:3 No:=ms. (c) Message arrival
rate ¼ 0:5 No:=ms.

metric for measuring the performance of the job [13]. The
slowdown of a job is defined by: Sp ¼ Tp0 =Tp , where Tp0 is the
job’s turn-around time in a resource-shared setting and Tp is
the turn-around time of running in the same system but
without any resource sharing. Note that Tp can be estimated
by either using (3) (See Section 3) or offline execution using
multiple inputs, and Tp0 can be measured at runtime.

6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To empirically evaluate the performance of our communication-aware load-balancing scheme (referred to as COMaware), we compared COM-aware against three existing
load balancers that can achieve high CPU, memory, and
disk I/O utilizations, respectively. We refer to the existing
load-balancing policies as the CPU-aware [13], MEM-aware
[31], and I/O-aware [20] load balancers.
This section presents experimental results obtained from
feeding a simulated cluster of 32 nodes with various traces
that reflect a wide range of workload conditions. First, the
performance under communication-intensive workload situations is studied. Second, we investigate the impact of
varying the network bandwidth and message size parameters have on the performance of the simulated cluster.
Third, we measure the performance of the cluster under
mixed workload conditions with I/O, memory, and communication-intensive applications. Finally, we simulate several
real-world communication-intensive parallel applications to
validate the results from the synthetic application cases.

6.1 Communication-Intensive Workloads
In the first experiment, we intend to stress the communication-intensive workload by setting the message arrival rate
at values of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 No./ms, respectively. Both page

fault rate and I/O access rate are set at a low value of
0.01 No./Sec. This workload reflects a scenario where jobs
have high communication-to-computation ratios.
Figs. 4 and 5 plot the mean slowdown and turn-around
time (measured in Seconds) as a function of the number of
tasks in each parallel job. Each graph in Figs. 4 and 5 reports
the results for communication-intensive jobs running on a
cluster of 32 nodes using four different load-balancing
schemes. These figures indicate that all of the loadbalancing schemes experience an increase in the mean
slowdown and turn-around time when the number of tasks
in a job increases. This is because when the CPU, memory,
and disk I/O demands are fixed and at the same time the
number of tasks in each parallel job is increased, it will lead
to high communication demands. This causes longer waiting times for sending and receiving data.
Importantly, we observe from Figs. 4 and 5 that the
COM-aware load balancer is significantly better than the
CPU-aware, MEM-aware, and IO-aware load balancers
under the communication-intensive workload situation.
For example, when each parallel job consists of 16 tasks
and the message arrival rate is 0.5 No./ms, the COM-aware
approach improves the performance, in terms of mean
slowdown, over the CPU-aware, MEM-aware, and
IO-aware schemes by more than 174, 182, and 206 percent,
respectively. We attribute this result to the fact that the
CPU-aware, MEM-aware, and IO-aware schemes only
balance the CPU, memory, and disk I/O resources,
respectively. Thus, these schemes totally ignore the imbalanced communication load resulting from communicationintensive parallel applications.
A third observation drawn from Figs. 4 and 5 is that
when most parallel applications running on the cluster are
of a small-scale, the COM-aware scheme only marginally

Fig. 5. Mean turn-around time versus number of tasks. (a) Message arrival rate ¼ 0:1 No:=ms. (b) Message arrival rate ¼ 0:3 No:=ms. (c) Message
arrival rate ¼ 0:5 No:=ms.
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Fig. 6. Mean turn-around time versus network bandwidth. (a) Message Bandwidth ¼ 10 Mbps. (b) Message Bandwidth ¼ 100 Mbps. (c) Message
Bandwidth ¼ 1 Gbps.

outperforms the CPU-aware and MEM-aware load balancers. For example, if the number of tasks in each parallel
job is 4 and the message arrival rate is set to 0.1 No./ms, the
performance gains in terms of mean slowdown and turnaround time achieved by the COM-aware scheme are as low
as 3 and 4 percent, respectively. When parallel applications
in the system are scaled up, the performance gap between
the COM-aware and the three other schemes quickly
increases. The implication of this performance gap is that
large-scale parallel applications with high communication
demands can greatly benefit from the proposed loadbalancing technique.

6.2 Varying Network Bandwidth
While the first experiment assumes that all messages are
transmitted over a network at an effective rate of 1 Gbps,
the second set of results is obtained by varying the network
bandwidth of the cluster. As a result, we will investigate
the impact of network bandwidth on the performance of
the four load-balancing schemes. In order to explore this
issue, we set the network bandwidth to 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps,
and 1 Gbps. Since the mean slowdown metric has similar
patterns as compared to the mean turn-around time, Fig. 6
only shows the performance with respect to the turnaround time for the CPU-aware, MEM-aware, IO-aware,
and COM-aware policies.
As shown in Fig. 6, the mean turn-around time of the
four policies shares a common trait that the turn-around
time is inversely proportional to network bandwidth. This
result can be explained by the fact that when the
communication demands are fixed, increasing the network
bandwidth effectively reduces the communication-intensive
applications time spent transmitting data. In addition, a

high network bandwidth results in less synchronization
time among tasks of a parallel job and low migration costs
in these four load-balancing policies. Fig. 6 further reveals
that the performance improvement achieved by COMaware becomes more pronounced when the network
bandwidth is high. For example, if the network bandwidth
of the cluster is set to 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, and 1 Gbps, the
average performance improvements gained by the COMaware load balancer over the three existing policies are 61.4,
116.1, and 182.9 percent, respectively.

6.3 Varying Average Message Size
Communication load depends on the message arrival rate
and the average message size, which, in turn, depends on
the communication patterns. The purpose of this experiment
is to show the impact that varying the average message size
has on the performance of the four load-balancing schemes.
Fig. 7 shows that the mean turn-around time increases as the
average message size increases. This is caused by the fact
that as the message arrival rate is unchanged, a large
average message size yields high network utilization in the
system, causing longer waiting times on message transmissions. A second observation in Fig. 7 is that the benefits of
the COM-aware scheme become increasingly pronounced
when communication-intensive applications running on the
cluster send and receive larger data messages. This is
because the larger the average message size, the higher the
network utilization, which, in turn, results in longer waiting
times in network queues.
6.4 Workload with a Mix of Job Types
In the results provided in Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, memory
and I/O-intensive jobs are omitted because the focus of the

Fig. 7. Mean turn-around time versus message size. Message size is (a) 512 KB, (b) 2 MB, and (c) 5 MB.
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Fig. 8. Performance versus percentage of communication-intensive jobs. (a) Slowdown. (b) Turn-around time.

previous experiments is on communication-intensive
workloads. However, the results obtained for workloads
with only communication-intensive jobs are not always
valid for clusters where multiple types of jobs are
submitted. Clusters may have to execute a mix of job types,
and different job types in the system affect the performance
of each other. Therefore, in this section, we measure the
impact of the proposed scheme on a cluster of 32 nodes
where memory and I/O-intensive jobs are submitted along
with communication-intensive jobs. Again, we compare the
mean slowdown and turn-around time of the COM-aware
scheme against the three existing load-balancing policies.
The message arrival rate and network bandwidth in this
experiment are set to 0.1 No./ms and 1 Gbps.
Fig. 8 shows the mean slowdown and turn-around time as
functions of the percentage of communication-intensive jobs.
It is noted that the 11 traces in Fig. 8 contain a collection of I/O
and communication-intensive jobs. In general, the results
show that our COM-aware policy performs the best in all
cases. In particular, both the COM-aware and IO-aware
policies noticeably outperform the CPU-aware and MEMaware policies when the workload is I/O-intensive. This
indicates that the COM-aware load balancer can maintain the
same level of performance as the IO-aware scheme for I/Ointensive applications.
Interestingly, Fig. 8 shows that the performance improvement of IO-aware, over CPU-aware and MEM-aware
strategies, consistently decreases with the increase in the
percentage of communication-intensive jobs. The reason for

this is that the IO-aware load balancer does not view
network devices as important components of clusters even
when the vast majority of parallel applications have high
communication demands. In contrast, the mean slowdown
and turn-around time of the COM-aware scheme are not
sensitive to the percentage of communication-intensive jobs.
We now turn to study another mixed workload consisting of memory and communication-intensive jobs. Fig. 9
shows the mean slowdown and turn-around time as a
function of the percentage of communication-intensive jobs.
Again, the first observation is that the COM-aware policy
performs the best in all cases. When the workload is
memory-intensive, the performance of COM-aware scheme
is very close to that of the MEM-aware scheme, and the
MEM-aware strategy is better than the CPU-aware and
IO-aware strategies if the percentage of communicationintensive jobs is less than 40 percent. This implies that the
CPU-aware and IO-aware schemes are not suitable for
applications with high memory demands. This is because
both the MEM-aware and COM-aware schemes make an
effort to achieve high usage of global memory.
The results also show that the performance of the MEMaware load balancer is worse than that of the CPU and
COM-aware load balancers when the percentage of communication-intensive jobs is larger than 40 percent. The
results are expected because the MEM-aware scheme does
not attempt to share network resources among the different
nodes. We have obtained similar results under other
workloads containing a mix of CPU, memory, I/O, and

Fig. 9. Performance versus percentage of communication-intensive jobs. (a) Slowdown. (b) Turn-around time.
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TABLE 2
Descriptions of Real Communication-Intensive Applications

communication-intensive jobs. Due to the space limitations,
we present a subset of our results in this section.

6.5 Experiments on Real Parallel Applications
To validate the experimental results based on the synthetic
parallel applications, we simulate five real communicationintensive parallel applications [8]. In this section, we
evaluate the impact the COM-aware load balancer has on
five real communication-intensive applications, which have
different computation, disk I/O, and communication patterns. To simulate the previously mentioned communication-intensive applications, we generated six job traces
where the arrival patterns of the jobs are extrapolated from
traces collected from the University of California at Berkeley
[13]. Each of the five traces consist of one type of real
application described in Table 2, whereas the sixth trace is a
collection of the five different types of applications. A
32-node cluster is simulated to run the applications.
Fig. 10a shows the mean slowdown of the simulated
applications running on the cluster using the four loadbalancing policies. It is observed from Fig. 10 that the
COM-aware load-balancing approach works quite well for
all communication-intensive applications. In the case of
executing a single application, the COM-aware scheme
exhibits a performance improvement of up to 75.9 percent
(with an average of 42.2 percent, See Fig. 10b) in mean
slowdown over the three existing policies. Note that the
percentage improvement over the CPU-aware scheme
can be calculated using the following equation,
1  ðMSCOM =MSCP U Þ, where MSCOM and MSCP U are the
mean slowdowns of the communication-aware and CPUaware load balancers. We can use a similar way to derive
the improvements over the MEM-aware and I/O-aware

schemes. The performance gain of the COM-aware load
balancer is mainly attributed to the effective usage of
network resources in addition to the CPU, memory, and
I/O resources in the cluster.

7

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced a behavioral model for parallel
applications with large requirements of network, CPU, and
disk I/O resources. The model is particularly beneficial to
clusters where resource demands of applications may not be
known in advance. Thus, load balancers can make full use of
this model to quickly and accurately determine the load
induced by a variety of parallel applications. Furthermore,
we have addressed the issue of improving the effective
bandwidth of networks on clusters at the software level
without requiring any additional hardware. Specifically, we
have proposed a dynamic communication-aware loadbalancing scheme, referred to as COM-aware, for nondedicated clusters where the resources of the cluster are shared
among multiple parallel applications being executed concurrently. A simple yet efficient means of measuring
communication load imposed by processes has been
presented. We have reported the preliminary simulation
results obtained on both synthetic bulk synchronous and
real parallel applications. The experimental results show
that the COM-aware approach can improve the performance
over the three existing schemes by up to 206 and 235 percent,
in terms of slowdown and turn-around time, respectively,
under workloads with high communication demands. If the
workload is memory-intensive or I/O-intensive in nature,
COM-aware strategy dynamically and adaptively considers
the memory or disks as first-class resources in clusters,

Fig. 10. (a) Slowdowns of real applications. (b) Performance improvements.
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thereby sustaining the same level of performance as the
existing memory-aware and I/O-aware schemes.
The experimental results presented in this paper largely
depend on the simulator. As a future research direction, we
will develop a prototype of the communication-aware load
balancer. We will compare results obtained from the
prototype with those reported from the simulator.
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